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SECURER respiratory mask with light disinfection 

at the world's leading trade fair MEDICA 2023

The  SECURER  respiratory  mask  is  the  first  particularly  lightweight  electronic  respiratory

protection that not only filters  all  currently known and future viruses with the help of an

integrated UVC LED light disinfection,  but kills  them 100%. In the future,  the innovation,

which was developed in three years of research work, will also demonstrably clean 99.999% of

bacteria and other harmful air particles from the air we breathe.

 

In the BESTFORM 2023 innovation competition, the "SECURER" prevailed against around 50

competitors and secured first place, endowed with 10,000 euros, from the state of Saxony-

Anhalt.

When using the transparent mask, it barely touches the face, is reusable and the technology is

rechargeable. The clean air is supplied by means of small fans. The exhaled air is cleaned and

extracted again. Difficult breathing against a mask material - as with well-known medical and

FFP2 masks - is no longer necessary and the user's facial expressions are fully visible.

"At  this  year's  largest  medical  technology  trade  fair  MEDICA  2023  with  around  4,500

exhibitors  from  66  countries,  we  would  like  to  present  our  high-tech  world  innovation

SECURER - which we call the smartphone of respiratory protection technology - to more than

80,000  trade  visitors.  Through  these  international  trade  visitors,  we  want  to  sensitise

demanding professions  in  the  healthcare  sector,  such as  doctors,  pharmacists  as  well  as

nurses worldwide, to our novelty and reach them as target groups, since they are basically

exposed to an increased virus and bacteria load and are open to our high-tech solution," says

Arno Lauhöfer, Managing Director of SecureAir GmbH.

Visit us for the presentation of our medical technology world novelty in

Hall 3,  Stand D94
or on the Internet at www.secureair.de
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